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grain so sown upon the land aforesaid and the grain threshed 
thereform are hereby assigned to the said Bank as security
for the payment, on or before the------------------ day of
------------------, of the said advance, together with interest
at the rate of------------------per centum per annum from the
------------------day of------------------[or, of the said bills or
notes, or renewals thereof, or substitutions therefor, and 
interest thereon, as the case may he].

This security is given under the provisions of subsection 
eight of section eighty-eight of the Bank Act and is sub
ject to the provisions of the said Act.

Dated at---------------------------.
R.S., c. 12, Sch. D.

SCHEDULE E.
(Section 88 (9) ).
In consideration of an advance of-------------------- dollars

made by the---------------------------------------------------Bank to
A. B., for which the said bank holds the following bills or 
notes : (describe the bills or notes, if any ) (or, in consideration 
of the discounting of the following bills or notes by the
------------------------------—■—Bank for A. B. : fdescribe the bills
or notes ) ) and inasmuch as the said advance (or the said 
discounting, as the case may be ) was made on the repre
sentation that binder twine would be purchased with the 
advance (or the proceeds of the discounting, as the case may 
be ) and would be used in the harvesting of the crop grown 
by the borrower, such crop and grain threshed therefrom 
are hereby assigned to the said Bank, as security for the
payment, on or before the---------------------------------------day
of------------------------------------of the said advance, together
with interest at the rate of---------------------------per centum
per annum from the----------- -— ----- -—day of-----------------
(or, of the said bills or notes, or renewals thereof, or sub
stitutions therefor, and interest thereon, as the case may be ).

This security is given under the provisions of subsection 
eight of section eighty-eight of the Bank Act and is sub
ject to the provisions of the said Act.

Dated at---------------------------.
SCHEDULE F.

(Section 88 (14) ).
In consideration of an advance of-------------------- dollars,

made by the— ----- —-—-—-——------------ -------------Bank to
A. B., for which the said Bank holds the following bills 
or notes (describe the bills or notes, if any) [or, in consideration 
of the discounting of the following bills or notes by the
---------------------------------Bank for A. B. (describe the bills
or notes) ], and, inasmuch as the said advance (or the said 
discounting, as the case may be) is made upon the security 
of the following live stock:
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